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HOW TO BE  MORE FLEXIBLE  �♢�Remember everybody has different 

body types so the progress will be different for everyone! 
 
 
1. HAVE A SCHEDULE: Everybody has at least five minutes a day of free time. Use 

that time to do something like stretch! Stretch for as long as you can everyday, 

Relax and stretch you muscles. You can relax by watching TV and stretching or 

play on your IPAD and stretch! You can always fit in stretching, Whenever you 

have free time, like you can draw and do the splits, you're having fun while doing 

something that helps your flexibility! Even better, make an actual schedule and 

follow it everyday to achieve you goal!  (If you want to know how to make a goal 

look at the third step). 

2. START EASY: Don’t do the splits first! You will surely injure yourself or pull your 

muscles, Start with the basics stretches before going on to harder stretches, Start 

with the frog or the Goalie’s stretch etc. Start easy and then after you're done do 

more advanced stretches! Some starter stretches to start with might be: Goalie 

stretch and the frog stretch helps you with your turnout, Butterfly stretch helps 

you with your deep plies, the crane extension stretch also known as the stretch 

where both legs are straight and you try to touch you toes. That helps you to 

stretch your leg muscles! After you can go on to your more advanced  stretches 

like the splits, scorpion etc. 

3.  HAVE A GOAL: Have a goal of what to master and when! Make sure it’s 

reasonable and that it won’t be too hard for you! (Example: I am going to go fully 

down on my right splits in two weeks.)  Having goals makes you put more effort 

because you want to achieve the goal! You can also make it so that you can 

achieve something after accomplishing it! Maybe you can ask your mom or dad 

to give you something if you complete a stretch or you can give yourself a little 

treat because you deserved it!  4.WATCH AND LEARN: When I mean watch and 



learn I literally mean watch and learn! Turn on your electronics and search up 

videos of how to get better at flexibility or maybe see someone’s daily stretch 

routine and compare it with yours! Look at how they stretch, maybe you weren’t 

squared at your splits, when you thought that the splits didn’t hurt but when you 

squared yourself you felt the stretch! That happened several time and when I 

corrected it I felt the stretch better! Maybe watch someone's techniques of how 

to get more flexible, like for an example what you are reading right now! 

4. THINK OF UNICORNS: Okay you might think this is completely off topic, but 

what I mean is when you're tense while stretching your muscles will be injured 

or you won’t get further down, relax! I usually am tense because it hurts to much 

and I stop my legs for going further down, my teacher used to say think of happy 

things so we would relax and one of them were unicorns when I was little, so 

that would make me relax more! Also turn up some music! Music that you like 

will make you happy and relaxes you! If you don’t relax your muscles you can’t 

improve! 

5. CHALLENGE YOURSELF: Always challenge yourself to be more flexible! 

Challenge with your friends or better challenge yourself! Maybe take pictures of 

you progress and try to be better next week and challenge yourself  until you 

complete that stretch! You can always do better than before, if you're done the 

splits you can start doing the over splits! Simply start with finding stairs in your 

house, next place your leg on the first step and do the splits, when you're 

completely done use something higher! Challenging yourself to do better, will 

help you get flexible faster and if you're a competitive person then this will be 

fun for you! BUT  REMEMBER DON’T  PUSH YOURSELF TOO HARD!! Pushing 

yourself too hard is not what you’re aiming for, you are trying to make progress! 

Others might be more flexible than you even if you have the same schedule of 

stretching! We all have different body types so it’s different for all of us! Now 

have fun and hopefully these steps have helped you! 

 



 

 

 

My goal is to be able to do this!  My friends have already accomplished this so 

I will work harder to be able to achieve my goal. 


